Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodization Complex Mask Coronagraphs (PIAACMC) offer high-contrast performance at a small inner-working angle (< 1 λ/D) with high planet throughput (> 70%). The complex mask is a multi-zone, phase-shifting mask comprised of tiled hexagons which vary in depth. Complex masks can be difficult to fabricate as there are many micron-scale hexagonal zones (> 500 on average) with continuous depths ranging over a few microns. Ensuring the broadband PIAACMC design performance carries through to fabricated devices requires that these complex masks are manufactured to within well-defined tolerances. We report on a simulated tolerance analysis of a "toy" PIAACMC design which characterizes the effect of common microfabrication errors on on-axis contrast performance using a simple Monte Carlo method. Moreover, the tolerance analysis provides crucial information for choosing a fabrication process which yields working devices while potentially reducing process complexity. The common fabrication errors investigated are zone depth discretization, zone depth errors, and edge artifacts between zones.
INTRODUCTION
Phase-Induced Amplitude Apodization Complex Mask Coronagraphs (PIAACMC) offer high-contrast performance at a small inner-working angle (IWA < 1 λ/D) for direct imaging of exoplanets while maintaining high planet throughput (> 70%). 1 The PIAACMC architecture works well for both ground-and space-based telescopes; it reaches required contrast levels for imaging earth-like planets (≈10 −9 ) because it is robust against complicated telescope pupil architectures which include segment gaps, spiders, and a secondary obscuration. The complex amplitude focal plane mask (FPM), or complex mask, is a multi-zone, phase-shifting mask. This device admits several improvements over the previous PIAA coronagraph concept: easier PIAA optics fabrication thanks to milder aspheric optics profiles and broadband performance of up to a 20% wavelength bandwidth. Recent complex mask designs are described by tiled hexagons of equal size which vary in depth over a fraction of the point spread function (PSF) core (typically 2-3 λ/D); the combined effect of these zones is to induce optical path length delays which destructively interfere light at multiple wavelengths simultaneously in the science PSF, resulting in a deep achromatic null. As PIAACMC designs have been pushed to higher performance levels, complex masks have become increasingly complicated, containing many (> 500) zones over a continuous range of depths over just a few microns. Because of their complicated geometry, complex masks can be challenging to fabricate. Knowing how well the masks can be made versus how well they have to be made is important; understanding this difference allows us to fabricate devices which will perform well without over-complicating 
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(a) (c) UAZ2O .OkV22Ámnx42OSE 6612017 100um the engineering process to make them. To this end, we perturb the complex mask of a simulated PIAACMC design and measure the resulting contrast sensitivity to each input parameter. Describing input parameters of interest is easily understood once a fabrication path is chosen.
COMPLEX MASK FABRICATION
Examples of successfully fabricated masks at high-contrast imaging testbeds include those made and tested for the WFIRST mission at the High-Contrast Imaging Testbed at NASA JPL, 2 the Ames Coronagraph Experiment at NASA Ames, 3 and the Subaru Coronagraphic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO) instrument at the Subaru telescope. 4, 5 In each case, different fabrication processes were employed, ranging from grayscale direct-writing with an e-beam lithography tool, to more standard microfabrication processes like binary optics. Binary optics 6 is the process by which most semiconductor devices are commonly made: the micron scale device of interest, typically containing structures of varied depths, can be approximated by a series of equally spaced depths. These depths are achieved by patterning a photosensitive chemical, or photoresist, onto a material substrate which will hold the pattern indefinitely. The patterns are transferred by using binary masks (commonly made of chrome on glass) to expose or block light. The photoresist is then developed, leaving some substrate material exposed. Chemical etching can then be used to create the first depth. Each subsequent photolithographic and etch step proceeds at half of the previous depth. After each step in the process, a total of 2 n depths approximate the device depths in the substrate. Fig. 1 depicts the scanning electron microscope and white-light interferometric images of the complex masks fabricated using binary optics for the SCExAO instrument. These masks have been delivered to or installed in the instrument. While these masks may not directly benefit from a tolerancing analysis, they offer a means to compare simulated and measured data against testbed contrast performance. Moreover, with their recent installation, the masks can be tested on-sky to determine how well a first round of complex masks perform on a ground-based telescope. In addition, other instruments and testbeds gearing up for high-contrast imaging such as MagAO-X 7 and SPEED 8 will benefit from the lessons learned examining the PIAACMCs at SCExAO.
Fabrication errors
There are several types of fabrication errors associated with binary optics. We will consider a few which are very common, that is, difficult to avoid during a fabrication run. First, changing a continuous surface (or number of depths) to a discrete number of levels is known as the discretization error. The next error we consider is etching to the wrong zone depth. Finally, lateral mis-registrations between binary mask exposures creates overlap between bordered zones, causing edge artifacts.
PIAACMC SIMULATION
PIAACMC design and optimization is performed using the software package COFFEE: Coronagraph Optimization For Fast Exoplanet Exploration.
9 COFFEE is written in C and is organized into modules to perform optical system propagations and optimization routines for PIAA-style coronagraphs. Briefly, the software uses Fresnel diffraction calculations and discrete Fourier transforms to propagate between elements of a PIAACMC in an unfolded optical configuration. COFFEE constructs PIAA optics surfaces, Lyot stop shapes, and complex mask solutions to produce a high-performance, broadband coronagraph capable of achieving aggressive IWAs (< 1 λ/D) while maintaining both high throughput and contrast. The software can accept additional wavefront error modes to reduce sensitivity to well-known problems such as tip-tilt due to telescope pointing stability. While all of the routines are present to handle a complex mask tolerance analysis, or even a full element-wise tolerance analysis which considers the effects of fabrication, the code base has not been updated to perform this type of analysis by the original author. Moreover, contributors outside the original author face a steep learning curve without prior coding experience in C. The combination of these reasons pushes us to use a high-level language with built-in routines that can facilitate the development of a tolerancing analysis method which considers performance sensitivity to the fabrication processes used to create a complex mask.
From COFFEE to MATLAB: perturbing complex masks
The purpose of the work in MATLAB is to simulate microfabrication process errors present in a fabricated complex mask and analyze their effects on on-axis contrast performance. To begin, we assume an input wavefront from COFFEE which describes the pupil after light has passed through the PIAA optics at each wavelength sample across the design bandwidth. Next, we employ a matrix Fourier transform to the input wavefront which samples the PSF core across the complex mask in greater detail; this allows us to more carefully examine fabrication errors. The complex mask solution is then transformed to match the fabrication process described in Sec. 2. This process begins by converting the continuous range of zone depths into a discrete number of equally spaced depths. This information is used to generate n binary exposure patterns, or layers, which are used to achieve the 2 n depths now representing the zone heights. The layers are 2D maps which mask off zones which are not specified by the corresponding depth. Each of these layers are then scaled, shifted, and added together to create an approximate version of the complex mask with some common fabrication errors present. For example, scaling a layer will produce an etch depth error across each zone to be exposed, while shifting a layer mask by a few pixels is equivalent to lateral uncertainty when aligning one layer mask with another in successive lithographic exposures. Note that an additional layer is required to create both positive and negative zone depths, known as the bipolar layer. For example, this is the recessed circle surrounding the mask in Fig.  1(a) . This step can add error during the actual fabrication of a complex mask device, but for simplicity we assume the error in depth and layer shifts from the other layers has absorbed any ill effects born of the bipolar layer.
Following the creation of the fabricated complex mask, it is applied to the up-sampled PSF core; to return to the pupil plane, we use Babinet's principle in conjunction with another matrix Fourier transform. From there, the effect of the complex mask has been computed and is subtracted from the input pupil wavefront. The angular spectrum method is applied to this post complex mask pupil to propagate to each Lyot stop location, where the corresponding Lyot mask is applied. Finally, a Fourier transform is used to compute the coronagraphic PSF.
Sensitivity metrics
The output of the MATLAB simulation is a coronagraphic PSF which is used to compute contrast curves and average contrast over a region of interest. We define the contrast curve metric as the radially-averaged flux ratio between the coronagraphic and non-coronagraphic PSFs averaged over wavelength. Additionally, we compute the average contrast over a C-shape between two and six λ/D in a similar manner. While other metrics are interesting to calculate in this scheme, we expect contrast to be a good indicator of how well a complex mask must be fabricated to achieve design-level performance because the calculation uses information from the PSF core and surrounding structure where the complex mask directly affects light.
"Toy" LUVOIR model
To demonstrate the tolerancing process, we use a "toy" PIAACMC design. This model is a very preliminary design case for a LUVOIR-type pupil architecture 10 to be designed, fabricated and tested at the ACE testbed. The complex mask contains 85 distinct zones over a four λ/D diameter at a central wavelength of 1300nm. The post-PIAA pupil plane wavefront from the COFFEE optimization process is shown at the top-left of Fig. 2 . The image to the right of the input wavefront is the best solution for the complex mask depicted at the sampling used to compute zone depths during the optimization process. Each wavefront following the complex mask in order from left to right follows the process described above: the pupil after the complex mask is applied, application of the first Lyot stop, application of the second Lyot stop, and the resulting PSF. Note the Lyot stops do not reside in conjugate pupil plane locations; the optimization process searches a range around the conjugate Lyot stop plane where multiple Lyot stops can be used to best mask diffractive features due to spiders, segment gaps, and the secondary obscuration. The on-axis contrast curve resulting from this design is shown in Fig. 3 . With an average contrast of ≈10 −6 , this is not a good PIAACMC for a space telescope, but it does not need to be for our purposes. It is enough to use this design to demonstrate that our methods of perturbing the complex mask and propagating the effects through to the PSF yield meaningful results to define tolerance specifications for a complex mask given available fabrication processes.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We present two simulations: the first isolates the effect of the discretization process on the contrast curves, while the second assumes a level of discretization and introduces shifts and depth errors in each layer. The latter simulation draws numbers from a uniform distribution which reflect -to some extent -common variables encountered during a fabrication run. The layer shifts, which occur with respect to the first layer, are drawn as random integers which shift by whole pixel amounts in the x-and y-directions. Because there are only 85 hexagons across the PSF in this design, they are quite easy to fabricate within the alignment limitations . On-axis contrast performance is computed by considering a tilted point source which does not go through the complex mask. The resulting PSF is treated as the denominator of the flux ratio.
of standard lithographic exposure tools. Each pixel shift magnitude is chosen at random so that the bordering hexagonal zones have similar proportional area of overlap as in the case of an actual fabrication run with hundreds of zones as discussed in Sec. 2. Meantime, the depth errors are given similar limitations which result from likely outcomes of a fabrication run. As mentioned in the standard scheme for etching, each subsequent etch depth is half as much as the previous. As the depths approach tens of nanometers or less, as was the case for the mask in Fig. 1(c) , it became difficult to both control the etch rate and accurately measure how much material was etched with metrology tools. To reflect this, we increase the percent each layer depth can be off by 5% for each layer.
The results of the first simulation are shown in Fig. 4 . The black curve is the design contrast, while each of the other curves corresponds to the increasingly crude approximations of the discretization process when using binary optics. It is clear that each time a coarser approximation is taken, i.e. a layer is reduced, the contrast curve shifts up along the y-axis. This is an expected behavior because as the number of layers is reduced, more complex mask zones become degenerate with one another; the net effect being the loss of chromatic nulling as the PSF structure becomes less modulated at each wavelength. Another way of thinking about this is that as the number of zones goes to one, the complex mask becomes a single phase-shifting mask, largely capable of working at only the central wavelength.
The second simulation details the effects of some of the limitations which occur during each lithographic and etch step of the fabrication process assuming a number of exposures. The cases shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 correspond to four and five exposures respectively. Each distribution is computed from 500 uniformly distributed random samples, the result in each case being an exponential distribution of the average contrast. The calculated average contrast for four layers is 2.59 · 10 −5 , while for five layers it is 4.66 · 10 −6 . The average of the average contrasts computed from the four layer Monte Carlo simulation is 5.81 · 10 −5 while the five layer simulation sits at 4.03 · 10 −5 . These numbers suggest that all else being equal, if the fabrication effort is performed carefully and considerately during each process step, i.e. there is a mature, repeatable process to align each layer to within lateral tolerances of the lithographic tool as well as control each etch step repeatably, that on average, the resulting fabricated complex mask will be worse than designed, yet still capable of decades of suppression.
These preliminary Monte Carlo simulations are the first steps to indicating the performance limitations imposed by the fabrication process of binary optics. We find that the most detrimental source of performance degradation comes directly from the fabrication process itself. Further quantitative analysis is necessary to determine any other disparaging factors on contrast performance such as zone shape and size bias, rotational Figure 4. The on-axis contrast performance is calculated for each mask. Each curve shifting up along the y-axis represents a worse approximation to the designed number of depths. Two points in each of the computed curves around the first minimum are linearly interpolated, resulting in an artificial mismatch to the design curve. This occurs because no points in the PSF are sampled during the contrast curve generation. Moreover the six and seven layer curves do not completely agree with the design curve because of slight differences in complex mask zone map generation in moving from COFFEE to MATLAB. alignment between layers, and alignment of the complex mask itself over the PSF core. Moreover, setting tolerances to ensure a desired level of contrast performance is met is an essential next step.
FUTURE WORK
The findings of the "toy" simulation indicate a major sensitivity of contrast to binary optics, but we can go much further by using this tool to characterize the performance of already fabricated masks, particularly those present in the SCExAO testbed. Moving forward, we will model the performance of fabricated masks in Fig. 1 using measured data in addition to characterizing them in the testbed and on-sky. This will provide invaluable feedback to the next generation of fabricated complex masks for PIAACMC architectures.
